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� Introduction

��� Background

Optical networks play a key role in providing high bandwidth and connectivity
in today�s communication world� and are currently the prefered medium for
the transmission of data� While �rst generation optical networks simply served
as a transmission medium� second generation optical networks perform some
switching and routing functions in the optical domain� In these networks �also
termed� all�optical� routing is performed by using lightpaths� A lightpath is an
end�to�end connection established across the optical network� Every lightpath
corresponds to a certain route in the network� and it uses a wavelength in each
link in its route� �Two lightpaths which use a same link are assigned di�erent
wavelengths�� Routing of messages is performed on top of the set of lightpaths
where the route of every message is a sequence of complete lightpaths� At least
in the near term the optical layer provides a static ��xed� set of lightpaths which
is set up at the time the network is deployed�

Since the capacity enabled by this technology substantially exceeds the one
provided by conventional networks� it is important to incorporate the ability
to recover from failures into the optical layer� Survivability is the ability of the
network to recover from failures of hardware components� In this paper we study
the design of a survivable optical layer� Our goal is the construction of a low�cost
survivable set of lightpaths in a given topology� We assume that an initial set of
lightpaths �designed according to the expected communication pattern� is given�
and we are targeted at augmenting this initial set with additional lightpaths
such that the resulting set will guarantee survivability� For this purpose� we
de�ne a survivability condition that the solution must satisfy and a cost function

according to which we evaluate the cost of the solution found�
We focus on the ring partition survivability condition� Informally� this condi�

tion states that lightpaths are partitioned to rings� and that all lightpaths in a
ring traverse disjoint routes in the underlying topology� The motivation for the
ring partition survivability condition is two folded� First� it supports a simple and
fast protection mechanism� In the case of a failure� the data is simply re�routed
around the impaired lightpath� on the alternate path of lightpaths in its ring�
The demand that all lightpaths in one ring traverse disjoint routes guarantees
that this protection mechanism is always applicable in the case of one failure�
Second� a partition of the lightpaths to rings is necessary in order to support a
higher layer in the form of SONET	SDH self healing rings which is anticipated
to be the most common architecture at least in the near term future �
GLS����

Another issue is determining the cost of the design� We assume that a uni�

form cost is charged for every lightpath� namely� the cost of the design is the
number of lightpaths in it� This cost measure is justi�ed for two reasons� First�
in regional area networks it is reasonable to assume that the same cost will be
charged for all the lightpaths � 
RS���� Second� every lightpath is terminated
by a pair of line terminals �LTs� in short�� The switching cost of the entire net�
work is dominated by the number of LTs which is proportional to the number
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of lightpaths � �GLS�����
We assume that the network topology is given in the form of a simple graph�

A lightpath is modeled as a pair �ID� P � where ID is a unique identi�er and
P is a simple path in the graph� A design D for a set of lightpaths C is a
set of lightpaths which subsumes C �i�e�	 C � D�� A design is termed ring

partition if it satis�es the ring partition condition� The cost of a design is the
number of lightpath in it �namely	 cost�D� 
 jDj�� We end up with the following
optimization problem which we term the minimum cost ring partition design

�MCRPD in short� problem� The input is a graph G and an initial set C of
lightpaths in G� The goal is to �nd a ring partition designD for C with minimum
cost�

��� Results

We prove that the MCRPD problem is NP�hard for every family of topologies
that contains cycles with unbounded length	 e�g�	 rings �see formal de�nition in
the sequel�� Moreover	 we prove that there is no polynomial time approximation
algorithm A that constructs a design D which satis�es Cost�D� � OPT � n�	
for any constant � � 	 where n is the number of lightpaths in the initial set	
and OPT is the cost of an optimal solution for this instance �unless P 
 NP ��
For � 
 	 a trivial approximation algorithm constructs a solution within this
bound�

We present a ring partition algorithm �RPA	 in short� which �nds in poly�
nomial time a ring partition design for every given instance of MCRPD �if it
exists�� We analyze the performance of RPA and show that for the general case
�arbitrary topology� RPA guarantees
Cost�D� � min�OPT � �

�
� n� �n�	 where n and OPT are as de�ned above� We

analyze the performance of RPA also for some interesting special cases in which
better results are achieved�

The structure of the paper follows� We �rst present the model �Section ��	
followed by a description of the MCRPD problem �Section ��� We then discuss
the results �Section ��	 followed by a summary and future research directions
�Section ��� Some of the proofs in this extended abstract are only brie�y sketched
or omitted�

��� Related Works

The paper �GLS��� studies ring partition designs for the special case where the
physical topology is a ring� In fact	 the MCRPD problem is a generalization of
this problem for arbitrary topologies� This paper also motivates the focus on the
number of lightpaths rather than the total number of wavelengths in the design�
Some heuristics to construct ring partition designs in rings are given and some
lower and upper bounds on the cost �as a function of the load� are proved� The
paper also considers lightpath splitting � a lightpath might be partitioned to two
or more lightpath� It is shown that better results can be achieved by splitting
lightpaths�
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Other works in this �eld refer to di�erent models than what we considered�
�GRS��� presents methods for recovering from channel� link and node failures in
�rst generation WDM ring networks with limited wavelength conversion�

Other works refer to second generation optical networks� where tra	c is
carried on a set of lightpaths� The paper �RS��� assumes that lightpaths are
dynamic and focuses on management protocols for setting them up and taking
them down�

When the set of lightpaths is static� the survivability is achieved by providing
disjoint routes to be used in the case of a failure� �HNS�
� and �AA��� studies this
problem but the objective is the minimization of the total number of wavelengths
and not the number of lightpaths�

The paper �ACB��� o�ers some heuristics and empirical results for the fol�
lowing problem� Given the physical topology and a set of connections requests
i�e�� requests for lightpaths in the form of pairs of nodes�� �nd routes for the re�
quests so as to minimize the number of pairs l� e� consisting of a routed request
i�e�� a lightpath� l and a physical link e� for which there is no alternative path
of lightpaths between the endpoints of l in the case that e fails� Note that this
survivability condition is less restrictive than the ring partition condition that
we consider in this paper�

� Model and De�nitions

For our purposes� lightpaths are modeled as connections� where every connection
c has a unique identi�er IDc� and is associated with a simple path Rc� in the
network� R is termed the routing function� Note that two di�erent connections
might have the same route� We assume that routes of connections are always
simple i�e�� they do not contain loops�� We say that two connections are disjoint

if their routes are disjoint� namely� they do not share any edge and any node
which is not an end node of both connections� We use the terms connections and
lightpaths interchangeably�

A virtual path P is a sequence hv�� c�� v�� c�� � � � � ck� vk��i� where ci is a
connection with endpoints vi and vi�� for i � �� � � � � k�� P is termed a virtual

cycle if v� � vk��� We denote by SP � the set fc�� c�� � � � � ckg of connections
in P � The routing function R is naturally generalized to apply to virtual paths
and cycles� by concatenating the corresponding paths of connections� A virtual
path or cycle� P is termed plain if RP � is a simple path or cycle� in the
network�

A design D for a set of connections C in a network G is a set of connections
which subsumes C i�e�� C � D�� A ring partition design D for a set of connec�
tions C satis�es D � �t�TSPt�� where every Pt� t � T � is a plain virtual cycle�
and SPt� ��SPt� � � �� for every t�� t� � T � The partition fPtgt�T is termed the

ring partition of the design D� For a design D� costD� � jDj� i�e�� the number
of lightpaths in the design�

The minimum cost ring partition design MCRPD� in short� problem is for�
mally de�ned as follows� The input is a graph G and a set of connections C in
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G� The goal is to �nd a ring partition design D for C that minimizes cost�D��
The corresponding decision problem is to decide for a set of connections C in G

and a positive integer s whether there is a ring partition design D for C such
that cost�D� � s�

MCRPDG denotes the version of the problem in which the input is restricted
to a family G of networks �e�g�� the familyR of rings��

Figure � is an example of the MCRPD problem� where �a� shows an instance
with an initial set of size �� and �b� shows a solution which consists of � rings
and 	 new connections� The cost of the solution is thus 
�
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Fig� �� The MCRPD problem�

� The MCRPD Problem

In this section we start our study of the MCRPD problem by providing some
negative results regarding the tractability and approximability of the problem�

We say that a family of topologies G � G�� G�� � � � has the unbounded cycle

�UBC� property if there exists a constant k� such that for every n� there exists
a graph Gin � G� with size O�nk�� that contains a cycle of length n� Examples
for families of topologies having the UBC property are the family R of ring
topologies� and the family of complete graphs�

Theorem�� The MCRPDG problem is NP�hard for every family of topologies

G having the UBC property�

Proof� See �EMZ��

We continue by studying approximation algorithms for the MCRPD problem�
A trivial approximation algorithm is achieved by adding for every connection c�
a new disjoint connection between c�s endpoints� Note that if there is no such
route then there is no ring partition design for this instance� The resulting ring
partition design will include virtual cycles� each with two connections� one of
which belongs to the initial set C� For an algorithm A� we denote by A�I� the
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value of a solution found by A for an instance I� and by OPT �I� the value of
an optimal solution� Clearly� TRIV �I� � �n � OPT �I� � n� for every instance
I � �G�C� of MCRPD� where jCj � n� A question which arises naturally is
whether there exists an approximation algorithm A for the MCRPD problem
that guarantees� A�I� � OPT �I� � n�� for some constant � � �� We give a
negative answer for this questions �for every constant � � ���

Theorem�� Let G be any family of topologies having the UBC property� Then
for any constant � � �� MCRPDG has no polynomial�time approximation algo�
rithm A that guarantees A�I� � OPT �I� � n� �unless P � NP ��

Proof� See 	EMZ

��

The next question is whether there is an approximation algorithm A for
MCRPD which guarantees A�I� � OPT �I� � k � n� where k � � is a constant
�clearly� the trivial algorithm TRIV satis�es this bound for k � ��� In the sequel
we answer this question positively for k � �

�
�

� A Ring Partition Approximation Algorithm

In this section we provide an approximation algorithm� termed ring partition
algorithm �RPA� in short�� for the MCRPD problem� We analyze RPA and
show that it guarantees RPA�I� � min�OPT �I� � �

�
� n� �n� for every instance

I �where n is the number of connections in the initial set�� We also study some
special cases in which better results are achieved�

Unless stated otherwise we assume an arbitrary network topologyG � �V�E��
where V � fv�� � � � � vmg� and an initial set of connections C in G� where jCj � n�
We assume that the route R�c� of every connection c in C is a subpath in some
simple cycle in G �observe that this assumption can be veri�ed in polynomial
time� and without it there is no ring partition design D for C��

��� Preliminary Constructions

We de�ne some preliminary constructions that are used later for the de�nition
of RPA� Recall that a virtual path P is a sequence hv�� c�� v�� c�� � � � � ck� vk��i�
where ci is a connection with endpoints vi and vi�� �for i � �� � � � � k�� P is
termed a virtual cycle if v� � vk��� The pair of connections ci and ci�� are
termed attached at node vi�� in P �or simply� attached in P �� If P is a virtual
cycle then the pair c� and ck are also considered attached �at node vk��� in P �

Let C be a set of connections in G� and let v be a node in G� We denote
by C�v� � C the set of connections for which v is an endpoint� Let Q be the
symmetric binary relation over the set C of connections that is de�ned as follows�
�c�� c�� � Q i� c� and c� are disjoint and there exists a simple cycle in G which
contains both routes R�c�� andR�c��� Then Q de�nes an end�node graph NGv �
�NVv� NEv� for every node v� where the set of nodes NVv is C�v�� andNEv is the
set of edges� as follows� For every pair of connections ci� cj � C�v�� fci� cjg � NEv
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i� �ci� cj� � Q� A matching for a graph G � �V�E� is a set E� � E such that no
two edges in E� share a common endpoint� A maximum matching is a matching
of maximum size� We denote by match�G� the size of a maximum matching
for G� A matching in an end�node graph NGv� for a node v describes a set of
attachments of pairs of connections �which satisfy Q� in v�

Consider a graph G � �V�E�� where V � fv�� v�� � � � � vmg� and a set of
connections C in G� A matching�set for G and C is a set of matchings E �
fNE�

v�
� NE�

v�
� � � � � NE�

vm
g� where NE�

vi
� NEvi is a matching in the end�node

graph NGvi �see Figure � as an example��
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NGa d

End-node graphs and matchings A subgraph-partition

Fig� �� A graph� a set of connections� a matching�set �where only matchings in
non�trivial end�node graphs are shown�� and the equivalent subgraph�partition�

A subgraph�partition G � Gp � Gc� for a set of connections C� is a partition
of the connections in C into virtual paths and cycles �which are also termed
subgraphs� as follows� Recall that S�g� is the set of connections that are included
in a virtual path �or cycle� g� Gp is a set of virtual paths� Gc is a set of virtual
cycles� C � �g�GS�g�� and S�g���S�g�� � � for every g�� g� � G� Note that the
ring partition fPtgt�T of a ring partition design D � �t�TS�Pt� is actually a
subgraph�partition for D �where� G � Gc� Gp � ��� In general the virtual paths
and cycles in a subgraph�partition might not be plain�

Note that there is a one�to�one correspondence between matching�
sets and subgraph�partitions� as follows� Consider a matching�set E �
fNE�

v�
� NE�

v�
� � � � � NE�

vm
g and a subgraph�partition G � Gp � Gc for a set of

connections C in G� E and G are termed equivalent if the following condition
is satis	ed� For every pair of connections c�� c� � C� there exists a subgraph g�
g � G� such that c� and c� are attached at node vi in g� i� fc�� c�g � NE�

vi
�

For a matching�set E we denote by GE the �unique� equivalent subgraph�
partition� Similarly� EG is the �unique� equivalent matching�set for a given
subgraph�partition G� Clearly� for a matching�set E � EGE � E � As an example
see Figure ��
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��� Ring Partition Algorithm �RPA�

We present a ring partition algorithm� called RPA� which �nds a ring partition
design for a set of connections C in G in four main stages� First� the end�node
graphNGvi is constructed and a maximummatching in it is found for every node
vi� i � �� � � � �m� This de�nes a maximum matching�set E � Then� the equivalent
subgraph�partition G � GE is constructed� Next� we partition every non�plain
virtual path or virtual cycle in G to plain virtual paths� In addition� we make
sure that for every virtual path P � G� there is a simple cycle in G in which
R�P � is a sub�path� Last� the subgraph�partition is completed to a ring partition�
by adding for every virtual path P � G� a connection which completes it to a
plain virtual cycle� Following is the description of RPA followed by an informal
description of the operations taken by its main functions�

�� RPA�G�C�
�� �Gp�Gc� �� ConstructPartition�G�C�
�� �Gp�Gc� �� AdjustPartition�Gp�Gc�G�
�� D �� C �CompletePartition�Gp�Gc�G�
	� return D


� ConstructPartition�G�C�
�� for every i � �� � � � �m
�� construct NGvi � �NVvi �NEvi�
� �nd maximum matching NE�

vi
� NEvi

��� E �� fNE�

v� �NE�

v� � � � � �NE�

vmg
��� construct the equivalent subgraph�partition GE � �Gp�Gc�
��� return �Gp�Gc�

��� AdjustPartition�Gp� Gc�G�
��� for every P � Gp � Gc
�	� Gc �� Gc n fPg �� in case P is a cycle ��
�
� Cp �� Partition�P �
��� Gp �� �Gp n fPg� �CP

��� for every P � GP
�� if �cycle�P �� then
��� GP �� GP n fPg
��� GC �� GC � fPg
��� return �Gp�Gc�

��� CompletePartition�Gp�Gc�G�
��� D� �� �
�	� for every P � GP
�
� P c �� findDisjoint�P �
��� D� �� D� � fP cg
��� return D�

�� Partition�P�
��� Assume that P �� hv�� c�� v�� c�� � � � � vl� cl� vl��i
�� CP �� �� first �� �
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��� for i �� � to l

��� P � �� hvfirst� cfirst� � � � � ci� vi��i
��� if � ��plain�P �� � cycleExists�P ���� then
�	� CP �� CP � fhvfirst� cfirst� � � � � ci��� viig
�
� first �� i

��� return CP � fhvfirst� cfirst� � � � � cl� vl��ig

The function ConstructPartition �rst constructs the endnode graphs� The al
gorithm to construct the endnode graphs is straightforward and is not elaborated� It
consists of determining� for every pair of connections with a common endpoint� whether
they are disjoint� and whether the path that is formed by concatenating them can be
completed to a simple cycle in G� This could be done using standard BFS techniques
�see� e�g�� �Eve����� ConstructPartition then �nds maximummatchings in the end
node graphs� E�cient algorithms for �nding maximum matchings in graphs can be
found in� e�g�� �MV��� �for a survey see �vL���� pages 	���	����� Last� the construction
of the equivalent subgraphpartition is straightforward�

The function AdjustPartition partitions every virtual path and virtual cycle in
the subgraphpartition using the function Partition� After the partition� every virtual
path is plain and can be completed to a simple cycle in G� Every virtual path is then
checked and if it is actually a cycle �i�e�� its endpoints are equal� then it is inserted into
Gc�

The task of Partition is to partition a virtual path �or cycle� to a set fP�� � � � � Plg
of plain virtual paths� s�t� for every Pi� R�Pi� is a subpath in some simple cycle in G�
The function cycleExists�P � returns true if there is a disjoint path in G between P �s
endpoints� The function cycle�P � returns true if the endpoints of a given virtual path
are equal�

Last� the function CompletePartition completes every virtual path in Gp to a
virtual cycle by adding a new disjoint connection P c between P �s endpoints�

��� Correctness and Analysis

We �rst present four observations that are used for the proof of the main theorem
�Theorem ��� Observation � shows a connection between the sizes of matchingsets
and the equivalent subgraphpartitions�

Observation � Let E � fNE�
v�
�NE�

v�
� � � � �NE�

vmg be a matching�set for a set of

connections C in G � �V�E�� where jCj � n� and V � fv�� � � � � vmg� Let GE � Gp � Gc
be the equivalent subgraph�partition� Then jGpj � n�

Pm

i��
jNE�

vi
j�

Proof� Let an attachment point in GE be an ordered pair �fc�� c�g� v�� where the con
nections c� and c� are attached at node v in some subgraph g � GE � Clearly the number
of unique attachment points in a virtual path Px � Gp is one less than the number of
connections in Px� i�e�� jS�Px�j � �� The number of unique attachment points is equal
to jS�Px�j if Px � Gc is a virtual cycle� It follows that the number of unique attachment
points is equal to �

P
g�GE

jS�g�j�� jGpj � n� jGpj� Now by the de�nitions there is a
onetoone correspondence between attachment points and edges in the matchings� It
follows that the number of attachment points is equal to the number of edges in the
matching set� i�e� n� jGpj �

Pm

i��
jNE�

vij�
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Let G�D� be a subgraph�partition for a set of connections D� The projection G�D�jC
of G�D� on a set of connections C � D is a subgraph�partition for C which is obtained
from G�D� by deleting all the connections that are not in C �i�e�� all the connections
in D n C�� Note that a virtual path �or cycle� in G�D� might be cut by this process
into few virtual paths� Similarly� let E�D� be a matching�set for D� Then the projection
E�D�jC of E�D� on a set of connections C � D� is a matching�set for C which is
obtained from E�D� by deleting from the end�node graphs �and the matchings� nodes
which correspond to connections in D n C and the edges that meet them� Clearly� if
G�D� and E�D� are equivalent then so are G�D�jC and E�D�jC �

Consider a ring partition design D � �t�TS�Pt� for a set of connections C� We
denote by G�D� the ring partition fPtgt�T of D� and by E�D� the equivalent matching�
set for D �i�e�� E�D� � EG�D��� The subgraph�partition G�D�jC and the matching�set
E�D�jC for the initial set of connections C are termed the induced subgraph�partition
and the induced matching�set� respectively �note that they are equivalent�� Obser�
vation � associates the cost of ring partition designs� with the sizes of the induced
matching�sets and subgraph�partitions�

Observation � Let D � �t�TS�Pt� be a ring partition design for a set of connections
C in a physical topology G � �V� E�� where jCj � n� and jV j � m� Let E�D�jC �
fNE�

v� �NE�
v� � � � � �NE�

vmg and G�D�jC � Gp � Gc be the induced matching�set and
subgraph�partition for C� Then cost�D� � n� jGpj � �n�

Pm

i��
jNE�

vi
j�

Proof� By the de	nitions� Cost�D� �
P

t�T
S�Pt�� Let new�Pt� be the number of new

connections in the virtual cycle Pt� i�e�� new�Pt� � S�Pt�� �D nC�� Clearly� Cost�D� �
n�
P

t�T
new�Pt�� Consider now the induced subgraph partition G�D�jC � Gp � Gc�

Recall that it is obtained from D by deleting all the new connections� In this process
a virtual cycle in the ring�partition might be cut into few virtual paths� Clearly the
number of such virtual paths for each virtual cycle� is at most the number of new
connections in it� It follows that jGpj �

P
t�T

new�Pt�� thus Cost�D� � n � jGP j� by

Observation 
� n � jGpj � �n �
Pm

i��
jNE�

vi
j� Note that strict inequality occurs when

two new connections are attached in one of the virtual cycles�

A maximum�matching�set� is a matching set E � fNE�
v� � � � � �NE�

vmg for a set of
connections C� s�t� the matching NE�

vi
is a maximum matching for the end�node graph

NGvi� for every i � 
� � � � �m� Recall that match�G� is the size of a maximum matching
for G� Observation � is a lower bound on the value of an optimal solution�

Observation � Every ring partition design D for C satis�es cost�D� � �n �Pm

i��
match�NGvi� �where� n and m are de�ned as above��

Proof� Let D � �t�TS�Pt� be a ring�partition design for C� Note that every two
connections that are attached in a virtual cycle Pt� t � T � in the design satisfy the
relation Q� i�e�� they are disjoint and there is a simple cycle that contains both routes�
Clearly� the same holds also for the induced subgraph�partition G�D�jC and matching�
set �since we only delete connections�� Consider the equivalent matching set E�D�jC �
fNE�

v�
�NE�

v�
� � � � �NE�

vmg� In follows that NE�
vi

is actually a matching in the end�
node graph NGvi� for i � 
� � � � �m� and thus jNE�

vi j � match�NEvi�� It follows� by
Observation �� that Cost�D� � �n �

Pm

i��
jNE�

vi
j � �n�

Pm

i��
match�NGvi��

Consider a ring partition design D � �t�TS�Pt� for a set of connections C in G� Let
new�Pt� be the number of new connections in S�Pt� �i�e�� connections in S�Pt���DnC���
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A canonical ring partition design satis�es that new�Pt� � � for every t � T � Note that
it is always possible to construct from a given ring partition design D� a canonical ring
partition design D� such that Cost�D�� � Cost�D� as follows� Let G�D�jC � Gp � Gc
be the induced subgraph partition of D� To construct a canonical ring partition design
D� with at most the same cost we complete every virtual path in Gp to a plain virtual
cycle by adding one new connection� �This is always doable since every virtual path
in Gp is plain and is included in some simple cycle in G�� By the discussion above�
Cost�D�� � n� jGpj � Cost�D�� Observation 	 follows�

Observation � If there is a ring partition design for a set of connections C in G then

there is a canonical ring partition design with minimum cost�

It can be proved that Observation 
 holds for canonical ring partition designs D�

with equality i�e�� cost�D�� � n� jGpj� It is therefore sometimes convenient to consider
for simplicity only canonical ring partition designs�

We are now ready to prove the main theorem�

Theorem �� RPA�I� � min�OPT �I�� �

�
�n� 
n�� for every I � �G�C�� where jCj � n�

Sketch of Proof� For the analysis we denote by G�p and G�c the sets Gp and Gc right
after the execution of ConstructPartition� and by G�p and G�c the corresponding sets
right after the execution of AdjustPartition�

We now examine the partition procedure Partition� Recall that the end�node
graphs are constructed w�r�t� the relation Q which is true for a pair of connec�
tions c� and c� i� their routes R�c�� and R�c�� are disjoint and there is a sim�
ple cycle which contains both routes �as sub�paths�� Consider a virtual path P �
hv�� c�� v�� c�� � � � � vl��� cl� vli � G�p � Since P is a virtual path in the equivalent subgraph�
partition GE � it holds that �ci� ci��� � Q� for every i � �� � � � � l � �� Let CP be the set
of virtual paths which is the output of Partition�P �� By the above discussion� and
by the de�nition of Partition� at most one virtual path in CP contains less than two
connections� Such a virtual path can be only the last one� which contains the connec�
tion cl� Let nP � jS�P �j �i�e�� the number of connections in the virtual path P �� Let
mP � jCP j �i�e�� the number of plain virtual paths that are the result of applying the
partition procedure on P �� It follows that mP � bnP��

�
c�

Now consider a non�plain virtual cycle P � G�c � Then� by the same considerations�
mP � bnP��

�
c� where nP and mP are de�ned similarly�

Let G�c � G�c and G��c � G�c be the sets of non�plain virtual cycles with� respec�
tively� odd and even number of connections� after ConstructPartition� Note that
CompletePartition adds one new connection for every virtual path P � G�p� We get�

RPA�I� � jG�pj� n

�
P

P�G�

c
�nP

�
� �

�
� �
P

P�G��

c
�nP

�
� �
P

P�G�p
�nP

�
� �

�
� � n

� �n
�
� �

�
jG�cj�

�

�
jG�pj

Observe that a non�plain virtual cycle in G�P contains at least 	 connections� since
otherwise clearly there are two consecutive connections that are not disjoint in the
cycle� which is not possible by the de�nition of the algorithm� It follows that jG�cj �
n
�
� We get� RPA�I� � n� �

�
� n� �

�
jG�pj � Now� by Observation � we can show that

OPT �I� � n � jG�pj �since in the �rst step RPA �nds maximum matchings in the
end�node graphs�� Thus� RPA�I� � OPT �I� � �

�
� n �

Observe that RPA constructs a canonical solution� i�e�� there is at most one new
connection in every ring� Clearly� there is at least one connection from the initial set
in every ring� It follows� RPA�I� � 
n�
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Note that since OPT �I� � n� this is actually better than a �

�
�approximation�

Time complexity�The time complexity depends on the exact format of the input for
the algorithm and the data structures which are used in order to represent the physical
topology� the set of connections and the auxiliary combinatorial constructions �i�e�� the
end�node graphs� and the subgraph partition�� It is clear however that this time is

polynomial in the size of C and G� It is well�known that it takes O�
p

jV j � jEj� time to
�nd a maximum matching in a graph G � �V�E� � �MV	
�� and that it takes O�jEj�
time to �nd whether two paths are disjoint� or whether there exists a disjoint path
between a given path�s endpoints� For special topologies these tasks can be signi�cantly
simpler� For instance� clearly in the ring physical topology case� every plain virtual
path can be completed to a plain virtual cycle� thus the relation Q can be simpli�ed to
Q�c�� c�� � disjoint�c�� c��� The end�node graphs are bipartite� and �nding maximum
matchings in bipartite graphs is considerably easier ��vL
��� Also� to �nd a disjoint
path between the endpoints of a given simple path is trivial� In any case� for the
applications of RPA for the design of optical networks time�e�ciency is not crucial since
the algorithm is applied only in the design stage of the network and it is reasonable to
invest some preprocessing time once in order to achieve better network designs�

��� Special Cases

��� Optimal Cases

Since the MCRPD problem is NP�hard �Theorem �� it is natural to try and �nd re�
stricted families of topologies for which it can be solved in polynomial time� Unfor�
tunately� we actually proved in Theorem � that the MCRPD problem is NP�hard for
every family of topologies that contains cycles with unbounded length �e�g�� rings��
Since trees do not support ring partition designs� this implies that the problem is NP�
hard for every family of topologies which is of interest in this setting� This observation
motivates the question of �nding polynomially solvable classes of instances of the prob�
lem when taking into account not only the topology of the network but also the initial
set of connections�

The induced graph IGC � �IVC � IEC� for a set of connections C in G is the sub�
graph of G which includes all the edges and nodes of G that are used by at least one
connection in C�

A natural question is whether applying restrictions on the induced graph su�ces to
guarantee e�cient optimal solution to the problem� We answer this question negatively
by showing that the problem remains NP�hard even for the most simple case where
the induced graph is a chain�

Theorem�� The MCRPD problem is NP�hard even if the induced graph for the set of
connections C in G is a chain �or a set of chains��

Next we show that if� in addition to an induced graph with no cycles� the network
topology satis�es a certain condition �w�r�t� the initial set of connections�� then RPA
�nds a minimum cost ring partition design�

Theorem�� RPA�I� � OPT �I� for every instance I � �G�C� which satis�es the
following two properties�

No Cycles� The induced graph IGC � �IVC � IEC� is a forest�
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Completion� For every plain virtual path P over C� there is a simple cycle in G that

contains the route of P � R�P �� as a sub�path�

We discuss below some cases in which the conditions in Theorem � are satis�ed�
A perfectly�connected graph �PC� in short� satis�es that every simple path in it is
included in a simple cycle� Clearly� if a graph is perfectly connected than the completion
property is satis�ed for every initial set of connections� This property also guarantees
that there is a ring partition design D for every initial set of connections C� A natural
question is to characterize perfectly connected graphs� We give a full characterization of
perfectly connected graphs by proving that a graph is PC i� it is randomly Hamiltonian�
Randomly Hamiltonian graphs are de�ned and characterized in 	CK
���

Theorem �� A graph G is perfectly connected i� it is one of the following� a ring� a

complete graph� or a complete bipartite graph with equal number of nodes in both sets�

We note that RPA does not have to be modi�ed in order to give an optimal result for
instances which satisfy the conditions in Theorem �� However� we can bene�t from rec�
ognizing in advance such instances since in these cases the procedure AdjustPartition
can be skipped� The Recognition can be done easily for speci�c topologies �e�g�� rings��
and in polynomial time in the general case�

��� Bounded Length Connections in Rings

We analyze the performance of RPA in the case of a ring physical topology� when there
is a bound on the length of connections in the initial set�

Theorem �� RPA�I� � min�OPT �I�  �k

�m
� n� �n�� for every instance I � �Rm� C�

of MCRPDR � if for every connection c � C� length�R�c�� � k� for any constant k�

� � k �m� ��

Note that RPA does not guarantee that the same bound on the length holds also for
connections in the ring partition design which is constructed� Indeed� the case where
the length of connections in the solution must be bounded is inherently di�erent� and
the main results in this paper do not hold for it�

��� Approximations Based on the Load

Let the load le of an edge e � E be the number of connections in C which use e� and
lI � maxe�E le� Recall the de�nition of an induced graph IGC � �IVC � IEC� for a
set of connections C in G �Section ����� We add to this de�nition a weight function
w � IEC � N that assigns a weight for every edge that is equal to its load� Although
in the worst case the load of an instance is equal to the number of connections jCj�
usually it is substantially smaller� Therefore� it is interesting to bound the cost of a
design as a function of the load�

For this purpose� we assume that the route of every virtual path is a sub�path is
some simple cycle in G �i�e�� the completion property�� LetW �

P
e�E

le� Now consider
the weighted induced graph IGC � �IVC � IEC �WC� for C� Let Tmax be a maximum�
weight spanning tree in IGC � WTmax �

P
e�Tmax

le� and WG�Tmax � W �WTmax �
Following is a description of a modi�ed version of RPA� termed RPAl� We temporarily
remove all connections that use edges that are not in Tmax� Next� we �nd a ring
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partition design for the remaining set of connections �using RPA�� Last� we insert back
the removed connections and complete each one of them to a virtual cycle by adding a
new connection� We prove that the cost of the resulting ring partition design is larger
by at most �WG�Tmax than the optimal one� �Note that an improved heuristics might
be to repeat the same process with the remaining set of connections��

Theorem�� RPAl�I� � OPT �I� � �WG�Tmax � for every instance I � �G�C� which

satis�es the completion property�

For the case of a ring physical topology� it holds RPAl�I� � OPT �I� �mine�E le�
A slightly better bound is given for this case in �GLS	
��

Note that there might be a set of connections C �

min with size smaller thanWG�Tmax

such that the induced graph for the remaining set C n C �

min is a forest� However� we
prove in Proposition 	 that �nding a minimum set of connections whose removal leaves
us with an induced graph with no cycles is NPhard�

Proposition�� Finding a minimum set of connections C � � C in a graph G such that

the induced graph for the remaining set C n C � does not contain cycles is NP�hard�

� Summary and Future Research

In this paper we studied the MCRPD problem for which the input is an initial set
of lightpaths in a network and the goal is to augment this set by adding lightpaths
such that the result is a ring partition design with minimum cost� We have shown an
approximation algorithm for this problem that guarantees Cost�D� � min�OPT � k �
n� �n�� where k � �

�
� n is the number of lightpaths in the initial set� and OPT is the

cost of an optimal solution� Moreover� we have shown that� unless P � NP � there is no
approximation algorithm A for this problem that guarantees Cost�D� � OPT � n��
for every constant � � �� The main open question here is whether the constant k can
be improved�

Ring partition designs are necessary for the near term future of optical networks
since they support a SONET higher layer network which is con�gured in the form of
rings� However it is claimed that the core network architecture will have to change
and that SONET will give way to a smart optical layer� Incorporating new technolo
gies it might be possible to reroute lightpaths dynamically� In these cases other less
restrictive survivability conditions might be considered� While less restrictive surviv
ability conditions might be less expensive to implement� the price to pay is of a more
complex protection mechanism that is executed for every failure� The challenge here
is two folded� First� to study the gain in the cost of the network when less restrictive
survivability conditions are considered� Second� to study the algorithmic and techno
logical issues of implementing protection mechanisms in the optical domain based on
these conditions�
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